
 
 

 
 

Unity Class (Phoenix II) 

Launch Year: 2075 

Primary Shipyards: Cochrane Launch Complex – 

Montana Earth, Baikonur Cosmodrome, Soviet Union 

Earth, Joint UESPA Launch Complex – Omelek Island 

Earth 

OVERVIEW: After the success of Phoenix and her class, 

Doctor Cochrane brought in the best and the brightest to his 

facility in Montana to build the next warp vessel that would 

outperform the few Phoenix ships that were still being 

produced across the planet. Researchers from the UK, US, 

and Soviet Union quickly put their heads together. The first 

design out of the now famous Montana facilities, known as the 

Phoenix II or Unity class, used spare missile parts and 

fissionable material gathered from nuclear weapons left over 

from World War III. The first of these vessels launched from 

Montana on March 18th, 2075 and this class of starships saw 

humanity take its first proper steps into the local stellar 

neighborhood. Research by Doctor Cochrane and orbital 

construction facilities capable of building larger craft would 

quickly render these vessels obsolete, and the class was 

retired from UESPA/Starfleet service by the turn of the century. 

CAPABILITIES: The Unity class, while eight years more 

advanced, seemed to use backwards looking technology even 

more then her sister class. Based on the shell of old Soviet 

Soyuz heavy lift rockets, Unity class vessels looked more 20th 

century then the sleek nuclear weapons of the early 21st. The 

bulky spaceframe was none the less a faster warp ship then 

Phoenix, maxing out at 8c in the early models and 13c in the 

2090’s. Most of the extra bulk and mass were made up of extra 

warp capacitors and reaction mass, allowing the spaceframe 

longer duration at warp. Few Unity class vessels were built, 

their numbers limited mainly by the availability of Soyuz heavy 

lift rockets that were not destroyed during World War Three. 

The vast majority of these vessels were found in the Inner 

Solar System, used to ferry materials from Earth to the Moon 

and Mars for human colonization. But notable vessels ranged 

as far as Proxima and Barnard’s Star, showcasing humanities 

drive to reach out to the stars. 

Refits and Variants: Each Unity class vessel had to be 

stripped down of its warp propulsion systems after each 
mission to ensure proper operation, making improvements to 
the vessels power systems and warp coils a clear priority. A 
single variant was constructed in the Soviet Union, the first of 
which being дальний путешественник, or Far Traveller. This 
variant was built to be manned by a crew of two or three 
personnel, the excess volume dedicated to extra life support 

and supplies in order to perform deep space and interstellar 
exploration assignments. 
 

Suggested Mission Profiles: Technical Testbed, Pathfinder 

and Reconnaissance Operations. This is the first real starship 
class used by UESPA and a perfect vessel if you wished to run 
a game set during humanities first proper trips into the outer 
solar system and to nearby stars. 
 

Naming Conventions: Unity class vessels are named by the 

crews themselves, and often have nose art painted on them to 
represent the name. Most names center on ideas of peace, 
exploration, and hope for the future. Unity, A Better Tomorrow, 
and Winds of Change are all examples.    
 

SYSTEMS 

Comms 04 Engines 05 Structure 04 

Computers 04 Sensors 05 Weapons 03 

DEPARTMENTS 

Command -- Security -- Science +1 
Conn +2 Engineering -- Medicine -- 

 

SCALE: 2 

ATTACKS 

 Free Electron Laser Cannon 

TALENTS 

Unity-class starships have the following talents 

Polarized Hull Plating 

SPECIAL RULE: 

Small Crew -  Unity class starships do not use supporting 

characters as there is little room for extra crew. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

дальний путешественник (Far 

Traveller) 

Conceived as the first Human made spacecraft to be 

able to reach another star at faster than light speeds, Far 

Traveller set its sights on Proxima Centauri, only 4.2 

light-years distant. UESPA calculated it would take the 

vessel eight months to reach the nearby star including 

the vessel’s need to stop and recharge its warp 

capacitors. Far Traveller performed beyond 

expectations, passing the orbit of Neptune in little more 

than 5 hours and reaching the Proxima system to 

discover a Class-M world on November 5, 2076. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comissioned: 2076 

 

Mission Profile: Pathfinder and Reconnaissance Operations 

 

Trait: United Earth Starship 

 

SYSTEMS 

Comms 04 Engines 05 Structure 04 

Computers 04 Sensors 05 Weapons 03 

DEPARTMENTS 

Command 02 Security 02 Science 03 
Conn 04 Engineering 02 Medicine 01 

 

SCALE: 2  RESISTANCE: 2 

POWER: 5  HULL: 6 

ATTACKS 

 Free Electron Laser Cannon (Energy, Close, 4CD) 

TALENTS 

Polarized Hull Plating 

Rugged Design 

 

 


